
 

Certified Acutonics®  
Practitioner 

Licensed Acutonics®  
Instructor 

 

VIBRATIONAL SOUND HEALING 
ACUTONICS CLASSES 

EMOTIONAL RESTORATION 
ESOTERIC ACUTONICS 

CERTIFIED ACUTONICS®         
PRACTITIONER:   

The only Acutonics practitioner in 
Texas who has completed all 11 levels 
of Acutonics education & clinical hours 

for certification of vibrational sound 
healing through The Acutonics Insti-
tute of Integrative Medicine. Studied 
with Acutonics® co-founder, Donna 

Carey. Uses neo-classical pulse diagno-
sis taught by Dr. Will Morris, L.Ac 

 
LICENSED ACUTONICS  

TEACHER, SENIOR FACULTY 
Mary is licensed through the Acutonics 
Institute of Integrative Medicine to be 

a provider of continuing education 
units/hours recognized by NCCAOM 

and NCBTMB for Acutonics Levels I, II, 
III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, & IX, including 

clinical hours and final thesis. 
 

EMOTIONAL RESTORATION  
Specializes in releasing emotional stag-
nation as a source for physical, emo-

tional and mental imbalances or inabil-
ity to move forward in life. 

 
ESOTERIC ACUTONICS 

Uses sacred geometry patterns from 
Mikio Sankey’s Esoteric Acupuncture 
and Fibonacci tuning forks. She is a 

Certified Holographic Sound  
Practitioner thru Paul Hubbert. She 

offers energetic cord cutting. 

 
 

 
 
 

Conveniently Located: 
Mid-Cities between  

Dallas and Fort Worth  
in Hurst, Texas 

 
For Appointments  

text or call 
817-918-3939 

 
 
 
 
 

Visit the website  
for classes: 

www.dfwacutonics.com 
 

Contact: 
mary@dfwacutonics.com 

817-918-3939 
www.dfwacutonics.com 

Mary  
Burke-Kelly 



Acutonics is an approach to healing rooted in Oriental Medicine  

in which tuning forks, calibrated to match the hertz and tones of 

our natural universe, help to restore the body to a balanced and 

healthy state through application on acupuncture points, trigger 

points, points of pain, and the body's energy fields.   Acutonics 

also addresses the emotional and psycho-spiritual aspects of 

health, recognizing the whole  person.  

 

 
This sound based therapy was developed 24 years ago. Scientific 
rigor, extensive research, and years of documented clinical results 

speak to the efficacy of this modality. 

 

Everything in the universe vibrates, from the smallest particle, to 
the planets in our solar system, to the billions of stars in the Milky 
Way Galaxy, creating patterns of geometric waveforms, frequen-

cies, musical intervals, and sounds.   

 The sounds of the universe are brought into the world of natural 

health through the use of precision calibrated planetary tuning 

forks.  Acupressure points and chakras provide non-invasive ac-

cess into these core energetic systems within the body. The plan-

ets provide musical intervals, archetypes, psychological depth, 

and correspondence that help us to fine tune the therapeutic  

frequencies that are applied to the body.   

 

 

The Acutonics® System was developed at the Kairos Institute 
of  Sound Healing, renamed the Acutonics Institute of Integra-
tive Medicine in 2014. The creative and cross-disciplinary way 

in which the tuning forks, the working frequencies, and the 
methodological depth is used is unique to the Acutonics Sys-

tem.  Through correspondence and sympathetic resonance, the 
planets have a profound connection to Oriental Medicine, the 

natural cycles of the universe, and to the Earth itself. 
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Dallas/Fort Worth Acutonics provides Certified Acutonics clas-

ses for both the professional, who wants to expand their prac-

tice and earn continuing education credits, and the general 

public. Our classes range from one day workshops for self and 

family care to three day  seminars. Everything is taught in the  

Acutonics healing system that you need to know to use sound 

healing, including acupuncture points.  None of the classes or 

workshops assume that you have any prior knowledge of  

Oriental Medicine or sound healing. 

All the workshops and classes con-

tain highly supervised, practical, 

hands-on sessions, so you are 

ready to practice when the class is 

completed.   

Continuing education credits are available for acupuncturists 

through The National Certification Commission for Acupuncture 

and Oriental Medicine (NCCAOM) and accepted by Texas 

Medical Board of Examiners.  Massage and body-

work practitioners have found therapeutic effects on deep mus-

cle tissue, circulation, body pain and relaxation of mind and 

muscle through stress reduction. 

 

An individualized session with tuning forks 

on acupuncture points to address your 

current  or long term physical, emotional, or 

mental concerns.  After an interview to 

assess your concerns, you will relax on a 

massage table and receive a vibrational sound treatment to 

move your qi and restore balance. This treatment can also 

address emotional or psycho-spiritual causes for mysterious 

pain or illness. 

 This individualized powerful session 

includes intake, pre & post grounding, 

back & front treatment, 2 extraordinary 

vessels with sound layering, gongs, 

chimes, Tibetan bowls, holographic 

sound, points or cords or chakras as 

determined, grounding drum and feedback.  

In a Sacred Geometry Acutonics session, acupuncture points 

are activated with tuning forks in a specific pattern and se-

quence which creates a three dimensional sacred geometry 

pattern on the body and in the energy fields. It is designed to 

evolve the human to a higher level of consciousness over time 

and helps you discover your passion and puzzle piece in 

life.  These patterns seek to balance the two main emotions in 

life from which all other emotions and imbalance occurs: fear 

and love.  We seek to open your heart and 

allow you to operate from the heart.  A Fibo-

nacci tuning fork session is  for creative mani-

festation using the math in earth nature. En-

ergetic cord cutting /cauterization enables healthy boundaries 

with past or present relationships, organizations and events. 

www.dfwacutonics.com 
for additional service choices and fees 

Acutonics® is a registered trademark of  
The Acutonics Institute of Integrative Medicine, LLC 


